
 

 

 
 

 
No.SNEA/Kerala/2018-19/51                                                                     dated 05/09/2019 
To 

The Chief General Manager (Telecom) 

BSNL, Kerala Circle 

Thiruvananthapuram 

Sir, 

Sub: Phase 8.4 Project AMC, addition/deletion of line items reg: 

It has come to our notice that the Ph.8.4 Vendor for CM expansion in South and West Zones is 

putting undue pressure on Circles to include certain line items like Installation materials, Power Cable, 

Antennae, Fixtures, Feeder Cable, Tower materials etc in AMC list for the first two years.  The relevant 

clauses available in the Ph.8.4 tender itself have given the privilege to BSNL for adding/deleting any 

equipment(s) from the scope of AMC. Also, in the tender conditions nowhere it is mentioned that entire 

line items in the PO must be included in AMC. While operating same clause in the previous tender, 

Kerala Circle excluded these line items from AMC and could save nearly 4 Crores in 2 years. It is also 

informed that yielding to such pressure tactics from the vendor would create huge unrest and protests 

among the field units.  

Hence, it is requested that your good office may advice such greedy vendors to refrain 

themselves from such unjustified and unwarranted actions, which is likely to invite CVC interventions, 

and may take stringent action against those who insist the Circle to go for unnecessary AMC 

expenditure which would be nothing but huge burden on BSNL during these hours of grave financial 

crisis and hence to be avoided at any cost. Our CHQ has brought this case to the CMD and the Director 

(CM), BSNL Corporate Office and requested their interventions as well.  

Request your kind intervention and necessary action please. 

 

With kind regards,  
Sincerely Yours 

 
 
 

T.Santhosh Kumar 
Circle Secretary, SNEA Kerala 

 

Copy to:   1. The PGM (CM), Kerala Circle 

               2. The GS, SNEA CHQ, New Delhi 
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